Talybont Reservoir Renewals
Overview:
Site Location:

>> Talybont

Client:

>> DCWW

Contract Value:

>> £1,920,000.00

Project Duration:

>> 27 Weeks

Scheme Overview
The LCE main works team were engaged to carry out a replacement on an existing 25” cast iron scour main
and 32” Raw Supply within a tunnel at Talybont Works as the condition of the pipe was not completely
known and the scour main had previously fractured and needed repair in 2015. Due to its location,
complexity and risk to the dam we were engaged in two phases of this contract.
The first phase was to set up an over syphon/pump system to keep water into the works as the Talybont
WTW had to be kept in services and the network could not be re-zoned to allow the works to be shutdown
during the works.
We engaged our specialist sub-contractors; WSP, UTS, Mines & Rescue and MAC Scaffolding to help develop
the scheme from initial client design to fully developed detailed design for main works and temporary
works.
Due to the scheme being high risk and having the potential to be catastrophic
if there was a loss of water to the works or onto the Dam structure, DCWW
set up a collaborative team which included representatives from LCE, DCWW
Operations, Panel Engineer and the Capital Delivery Team.
The water main was located in an existing concrete tunnel approximately 4m
in diameter with restricted access. Within the tunnel there were 2no water
mains
which
run
from
the
reservoir
dam
toward
the
treatment works.


25” Cast iron (known as the right hand scour main operating at 3 Bar with water being discharged into
the river).



32” Steel main (known as the left hand feed main which supplies the treatment works. It can also be
used to discharge to the river via the by-pass valve).

The desired solution for water resource to the works was to set-up by an over syphon/pump system from
the reservoir up & over the crest road of the dam with use of temporary bridges to keep the road open then
down the dam to the treatment works.
These works were developed with a detailed design with WSP design team and
planned during the enabling works and was taken though to commissioning of the
system.
The system was installed utilising winches and onsite plant to install the pipework up
the bank and then utilising our key supply chain partners to assist with the installation
and commissioning of the system
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The biggest risk from the over Syphon/Pumps system was a failure in its integrity that could wash away the
dam and a secondary risk of the system failure to supply water to the works and cut-off supply to a large
catchment of DCWW customers. A robust emergency plan was drawn up with LCE and DCWW and a 24/7
monitoring regime was set up and kept throughout the time that the temporary system was working for
supply.
Temporary & Permanent lifting gantries were installed along the tunnel and in the draw-off tower to allow
the old pipe to be removed and the new pipe to be installed. These were all designed by our specialist
Contractors and checked by the design consultants.
Once all the enabling works had been completed, the raw water feed pipe was
removed from the tail bay working towards the dam pug, and from the top of
the draw-off tower to the bottom of the tower that meets the tunnel. Upon
reaching this stage, our specialist Dive contractors Isolated the draw-offs that
came off the tower by hydraulic bungs inserted into them, and then used a top
hat bung that was designed by our partners and fabricated by our specialist
contractors and complied with the client’s requirements.
Once Isolation had been given, the site team worked on installing a new 800mm pipe along the existing
tunnel on the existing concrete stools that the original pipe had been laid on. Where required, the stools
were adapted to allow the pipe to be installed.
During this process there were issues with pipe delivery and scheduling and
LCE worked with both client and pipe supplier to minimise the delay and
disruption that this caused.
Once both pipes had been installed, they went though a rigours testing and
commissioning programme to make sure that they were fit for a 100 year design life.
Along side the pipe & valve installation, LCE managed and supervised a new
electrical system installation for the tunnel and tower that gave greater capacity for power instrumentation and lighting along the tower and tunnel. These works ran along side the pipe
installation and were programmed so that one did not disrupt the other.
Once all works were complete, a formalised and strategic plan was put in place to decommissions the
siphons and the pumps from the dam and then reinstate the area back to its original state. Most of the pipe
was cut so that it could be re-used on other schemes planned for the following year.

Technical Experience and Capability
For over 30 years LCE has continually evolved to face the construction challenges set by our clients and to
deliver a complete construction package. A large proportion of our works has included replacement works
on large diameter and high pressure water mains.
We have put a callout rota in place and are on hand 365 days a year to respond to any incident within the
DCWW corridor. We bring a solid track record of emergency repairs that is strengthened by our highly
experienced workforce.
Combining that with having an excellent working relationship with UTS are able to facilitate with pipeline
repairs on the DCWW network.
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Health & Safety
At LCE we pride ourselves in the way our highly experienced construction team deal with the Health and
Safety procedures when reacting to a burst water main and the way we implement them.
On this particular scheme there were a number of risks highlighted during
the initial site meeting.


Access to the tunnel



Dealing with the debris within the tunnel



Working at height



Working over water



Confined space entry



Pressure Testing of steel vessels in a confined space

Site specific RAMS were written to cover off all working activities. Mines and
Rescue were brought on-board for their experience in managing confined space working. Tema & UTS were
engaged to assist with the technical installation of both the tunnel and tower pipe work as they had
previously carried out this type of work on other schemes for DCWW
All sub-contractors working on the scheme had been vetted for experience, competency and Health &
Safety performance and are on the LCE approved list. Whilst working on site, they were fully supervised by
LCE. Due to the close working relationships with the sub-contractors and LCE, it meant that reactive times
for them to mobilise to the site were never longer than a few hours.
Due to the nature of works, all working methods were in line with DCWW’s HSP124. Site specific hazard
identification forms were initially filled in. The RAMS and CPP developed as the work evolved.
Daily site briefings and tool box talks were carried out. Near misses and positive interventions were logged
throughout the scheme. Prior to any work being carried out on the main a permit to work and
certificate of isolation was issued by Operations.
To ensure our quality control was adhered to, all fittings delivered from UTS were checked, and records kept
of any defects were reported back to DCWW & UTS for resolution.
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Management Experience
Within the LCE organisation, local experienced site managers have signed up to our callout rota. Each
manager on rotation was on standby for a period of a week and had the knowledge to deliver the contract
through to completion. What makes the LCE project team successful is the workforce that’s in place. The
Project Management had the knowhow of what to do and who to involve. The site managers managed the
daily activities and recorded and agreed all labour, plant and material allocation sheets with the client as per
our NEC3 Option C contract. Our health & safety department were also on hand to deal with any queries.
Our site managers and project manager were able to keep the client updated on costs and programme and
report them back to the client giving them assurance around early warnings and any changes to the cost or
programme.
Capacity
Our main projects team consists of a project manager (site based), a site manager, a works supervisor, a
gang of 6 operatives, and a machine operator. All personnel are highly trained, experienced and most of the
team were direct employed workforce. We also brought in external contractors who had previous skilled
knowledge of working in and around dam structures and had a vast amount of experience in lifting
operations and temporary works around dam structures.
Living locally within the DCWW network meant that we coulc be on site within the hour of having a call out
to handle any issue with the temporary system.
There were situations on this scheme where we needed to liaise with a third party. The DCWW on site
representative was engaged to speak to all parties with ourselves keeping good communication and the
DCWW communications team kept a close relationship with our own site team.
Our main depot was located approximately one hour away from the scheme. Local suppliers from within
our working area was identified and utilised throughout the scheme along with interaction with local
businesses to supply a service with accommodation and food to the site team and our subcontractors.
Innovation / Benefits and Savings
On this scheme we were able to look at the materials we used to form the temporary system and utilise
those materials when the scheme was demobilised so that they could be reused on other schemes without
the need to procure a system for a similar job which the client had planned going forward.
Several construction methods were developed with temporary works along with our design partners; WSP
and we were able to give the client effective and safe methods of construction that meant that the
construction process had reduced risk to not only the workforce but the client’s assets.
Risk Mitigation
Risks were assessed on this reactive scheme during the initial site meeting between LCE, DCWW Dam
Engineer, DCWW Capital and Operation Teams. These involved serious risks to personnel and the stability of
the pipework within the tunnel. These risks ranged from working on large diameter water mains, confined
space entry, working over water and the procurement of specialist pipe and valves and how they fitted into
the space.
Each risk provided a different challenge to the Reactive Team. They were overcome by executing a strategy
plan with all parties involved.
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Continuous Improvement
Reliability of the project team is vital in delivering the scheme in time and within budget. This is the
standard principle that LCE believes in.
A post review meeting was held with our sub-contractors to highlight any areas that could be improved on
in future schemes. We have built the company and current workforce on the value of excellence and
integrity whilst bringing performance, innovation and partnering. Whilst the team was familiar with the
work in hand, we requested onsite training for the use of a hydraulic disc cutter which was used within the
confined space area of the tunnel.
Supply Chain Management
At Talybont, we engaged a series of specialist sub-contractors; TEMA UTS, Mines & Rescue and MAC
Scaffolding. They were supervised by our site construction team. Our procurement team was on hand to
deal with all orders for labour, plant and materials throughout the project utilising our approved supplier
system.

Post Contract Management
No defects were reported by DCWW and there was no cost impact to our client. The pipework supply was
reviewed and was found that a better QA system would be set up on future schemes to allow to track the
manufacture from fabrication to installation and supplier and LCE should work closely to help programme
the works to work with the fabrication programme.
The scaffolding access platforms were also left in place to allow access into the tunnel as the new entrance
and working platform were going to be installed on a separate scheme due to following on from the main
scheme.
A handover file was produced and handed over to the DCWW Capital Team.

Customer Focus
A client representative formed part of the construction team so was kept informed on a daily basis on
progress. Meetings took place between the DCWW representatives on a daily basis and a combined site
office was set up so that the client could meet with the site team as they had requested. The main focus
throughout the scheme was the health, safety and welfare of all personnel working within the tunnel.
Customer apology boards containing LCE and client’s information and phone numbers were erected at key
locations entering the works. Local residents were kept updated with progress.
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